We study the exact solutions of a particular class of N confined particles of equal mass, with N = 3 k (k = 2, 3, ...), in the D = 1 dimensional space. The particles are clustered in clusters of 3 particles. The interactions involve a confining mean field, two-body Calogero type of potentials inside the cluster, interactions between the centres of mass of the clusters and finally a non-translationally invariant N-body potential. The case of 9 particles is exactly solved, in a first step, by providing the full eigensolutions and eigenenergies. Extending this procedure, the general case of N particles (N = 3 k , k ≥ 2) is studied in a second step. The exact solutions are obtained via appropriate coordinate transformations and separation of variables. The eigenwave functions and the corresponding energy spectrum are provided.
Introduction
The study of exactly solvable integrable quantum systems of N interacting particles still retains attention. The Calogero [1, 2] and Sutherland [3, 4] models constitute famous examples. Most of the works have been performed in the D = 1 dimensional space. A good survey of the many-body problems can be found in [5, 6] , and in the report [7] , where many integrable quantum systems have been classified with respect to Lie algebras. Systems with point interactions have also been considered, still in D = 1 [8, 9] . The early works of Calogero and Sutherland have been extended to many more complex systems, concerning two-and three-body problems. We can quote, in a non exhaustive way, the works of several authors [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
For four-body systems and beyond, the works on exactly solvable quantum systems are much more scarce [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently we have solved exactly some few-body quantum problems consisting of four, five and six particles moving on a line [24] . In these particular systems, the particles are confined in a harmonic trap and interact pairwise, in clusters of two and three particles, through two-body inverse square Calogero potentials. The obtained results suggest to extend the construction to larger systems of particles, even for N-body problems, with large values of N.
The purpose of the present paper is to point out a particular case of a N-body quantum problem admitting an exact solution. The interactions between the particles of this system are inspired by those used in our previous works for 3,4,5 and 6-particle systems [19, 23, 24] . The N particles, of equal masses, are confined in a harmonic mean field with frequency ω, and clustered in clusters of three particles. Then, the number N of particles is N = 3 k (k = 2, 3, ...). In each of 3 k−1 three-body clusters, the particles interact mutually with two-body inverse square Calogero potentials [2] . Other many-particle interactions are added and chosen as follows : the clusters interact via a Calogero type of potential depending on the distance between their centres of mass. This can be generalized to N = 3 k particles with k ≥ 2 by clustering again the clusters in groups of 3 clusters, and letting the clusters of clusters to interact via their centres of mass. Finally a non-translationally invariant N-body interaction is added.
The hierarchy of clustering is illustrated in Fig.1 for the case of N = 3 2 particles. The case of 9 particles is studied and solved exactly. With some successive and appropriate coordinate transformations, the problem is solved by separation of variables. The solutions of the corresponding stationary Schrödinger equation are provided, namely the eigenwavefunctions and the corresponding eigenenergies. The general case of N = 3 k , (k ≥ 2) is then studied by following the same procedure. After some straightforward calculations and coordinates transformations, the exact solutions are given.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present and solve the nine-body problem for the case of harmonic confinement of the particles. In section 3 we treat the case of N = 3 k particles. Conclusions are given in section 4.
A nine-body problem with harmonic confinement
We consider the Hamiltonian :
2 particles in interaction, B) : 3 clusters of "level 1" each containing 3 particles, C) one cluster of "level 2" containing 3 clusters of "level 1".
Here, we use the unitsh = 2m = 1. The first term gives the energy of the nine independent particles with coordinates x i , i = 1, 2, .., 9 in a harmonic trap. The nine particles are clustered in 3 clusters of 3 particles. Inside each cluster, the particles interact pairwise via a two-body inverse square Calogero potential. The first cluster involves the first three particles, with coordinates x 1 , x 2 and x 3 , the second one the next three particles, with coordinates x 4 , x 5 and x 6 , and the third one the particles with coordinates x 7 , x 8 and x 9 . The next-to-last terms represent the 3 clusters interacting pairwise via their centre of mass. It gives rise to the terms (x 3i−2 + x 3i−1 + x 3i − x 3j−2 − x 3j−1 − x 3j ) − 2 and constitutes actually a 6-body interaction. A non-translationally invariant nine-body potential with coupling constant µ is added, represented by the last term µ/(
In order to solve this nine-body problem, let us introduce the first coordinate transformation to Jacobi and centre of mass coordinates
The second index "1" refers to this first coordinate transformation. The transformed Hamiltonian reads:
The equation (7) will be solved in two steps. Firstly we consider the 3 angular equations :
on the interval ]0, π/3[, with Dirichlet conditions at the boundaries. In the vicinity of ϕ i,1 = 0, (i = 1, 2, 3) (resp. π 3
,) the singularity can be treated if and only if λ i,1 > −1/2, similar to the case of a centrifugal barrier. Otherwise the operator has several selfadjoint extensions, each of which may lead to a different spectrum [25, 26] .
The B n i,1 , i = 1, 2, 3, are the eigenvalues of the equations (10), respectively given by [10, 19] 
The associated eigensolutions are given in terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials C
The extension from the interval ]0, π/3[ to the whole interval [0, 2π] is made following the prescription given in [10] by using symmetry arguments according to the statistics obeyed by the particles.
The second step consists in the resolution of the following Schrödinger equation :
withñ 1 ≡ {n 1,1 , n 2,1 , n 3,1 }. We first draw the attention to w i,1 's variables and introduce the coordinates labeled by the second index "2", corresponding to the second set of the coordinates transformation to the Jacobi and centre of mass coordinates
(15) The transformed equation reads:
We then introduce the following transformation to polar coordinates :
The Schrödinger equation (16) becomes :
The potential involved in the equation (18) 
has the general form
Again, it suggests the wave function χñ 1 to be factorized as follows :
The equation (18) will be solved in two steps. Firstly we solve ensures that the operator is self-adjoint. The latter equation shows that Φ n 1,2 does not depend on the indexñ 1 .
B n 1,2 denotes the eigenvalues of Eq. (22), given by
The associated eigensolutions are written in terms of the Gegenbauer polynomials
Then, we have to solve the following Schrödinger equation
For µ = 0, the solution of Eq. (26) is simply given in terms of the Laguerre Polynomials L ℓ k and Hermite polynomials H M [27] :
(ωr (27) and corresponds to the energy spectrum
The energy (28) can be rewritten, thanks to Eqs.(11,23)
(29) For µ = 0, we introduce the hyperspherical transformation [28] :
The Schrödinger equation (26) is then written as:
This Hamiltonian may be mapped to the problem of one particle in the five dimensional space with a non central potential of the form
The problem becomes then separable in the five variables {r, α, θ, β, ϕ}. To find the solution we factorize the wave function as follows :
(33) Accordingly, Eq.(31) separates in five decoupled differential equations:
and
(38) The regular solutions of (34) on the interval ]0, π/2[, with Dirichlet conditions at the boundaries, are given by the expressions [7, 19] ζ i,n 2,1 ,n 3,1 (φ) = (sin φ)
in terms of the Jacobi Polynomials, and are associated to the eigenvalues
Here b n 2,1 and b n 3,1 are taken from equations (11, 12) . The second angular equation for the polar angle β reads :
Its regular solutions in ]0, π/2[ with Dirichlet conditions are
They are associated to the eigenvalue :
Taking into account Eq. (40) we have :
The regular solutions Eq. 
The eigenvalues D j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 of Eq.(36) are given by
and taking into account (45)
The regular eigensolutions and corresponding eigenvalues of Eq.(37) in the interval ]0, π[ read, respectively [19] , Finally, the reduced radial equation reads
We introduce the auxiliary parameter κ ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 defined by
The solution of the radial equation (52) reads [19] 
Note that the reduced radial equation (52) is nothing but the usual 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator equation, (µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 − 1/4)/r 2 replacing the centrifugal barrier. The square integrable solutions are well known, putting a limit on the coefficient of the 1/r 2 term, namely (µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 ) > 0. Note that taking µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 = 0 leads to several self-adjoint extensions differing by a phase. This fact has been discussed in [19] . More details can be found in [29, 30] . It has to be noted that for attractive centrifugal barriers, µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 < 0, the problem of collapse appears, unless regularization procedures are carried out [31, 32, 33, 34] .
Taking into account the definition of A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 , Eq.(50,51), we have
for every positive µ. The quantity µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 is minimal forñ 1 =0, n 1,2 = 0, i = 0, j = 0, m = 0, ℓ = 0 and a M,1 = 0 (∀M = 1, 2, 3), a 1,2 = 0 ( we recall that a M,1 , M = 1, 2, 3, a 1,2 ≥ 0 see (12, 24) ). The positivity of µ + A ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 puts constraints on negative values of µ, namely
Collecting all pieces, we conclude that the physically acceptable (non normalized) solutions of the Schrödinger equation (7) are given, in a compact and symmetrized form, by (cos 2φ)
with k = 0, 1, 2, ..., ℓ = 0, 1, 2, ..., j = 0, 1, 2, .., m = 0, 1, 2, .., i = 0, 1, 2, ..., n 1,2 = 0, 1, 2, ..., n 1,1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., n 2,1 = 0, 1, 2, ..., n 3,1 = 0, 1, 2, ...
It has to be noticed that, for Bose statistics, a δ pathology occurs in (58) for a M,1 = 1/2 (λ M,1 = 0, M = 1, 2, 3) and a 1,2 = 1/2 (λ 1,2 = 0). The normalization constant N k,ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 of the wave function Ψ k,ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 , Eq.(58), can be calculated from 
Use is made of the orthogonality properties of Gegenbauer, Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials [27] . The normalization constant N k,ℓ,j,m,i,n 1,2 ,ñ 1 can be worked out analytically. Its expression involves products of norms of Gegenbauer, Jacobi and Laguerre polynomials. The eigenenergies are : 
Setting µ = 0 we have,
This expression is equivalent to Eq. (29) . Indeed, the energy spectra are similar if we identify M (of Eq.29)) and ℓ (of Eq. (61)). Then, setting L = 2k + 2j + 2m + 2i for Eq.(61) and L = 2k n 1,2 + 2 3 i=1 k n i,1 for Eq. (29) we obtain identical expressions of the energies, Eqs.(29,61). The energy spectra are thus the same.
The general case of
The same procedure can be generalized to N = 3 k , k ≥ 2. As before, the N particles, with coordinates x i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 3 k are confined in a harmonic well. Then, the N particles are clustered in 3 k−1 clusters of 3 particles (clusters of the first level). The ℓ th , (ℓ = 1, , 2, . . . , 3 k−1 ) cluster of the first level incorporates the three particles x i , i = 3ℓ − 2, 3ℓ − 1, 3ℓ. At the next step, the "first level clusters" are clustered in "second level clusters" of 3 clusters. In each of these "second level clusters" the "first level clusters" interact via a 2-body Calogero-type of potential given in terms of their centre of mass coordinates,labeled w i,1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , 3 k−2 . The ℓ th , (ℓ = 1, 2, . . . , 3 k−2 ) cluster of the second level incorporates the three clusters of first level positioned at w i,1 , i = 3ℓ − 2, 3ℓ − 1, 3ℓ. This procedure is generalized by clustering further "second level clusters" for k ≥ 3, etc... Finally, a non-translationally invariant N-body potential is added, with coupling constant µ, namely µ/(
. This quantum N-body system is represented by the following Hamiltonian : (62) where we have defined the centres of mass of three-body clusters, clusters of "type 1" :
The x ℓ 's are the coordinates of the particles (ℓ = 1, 2, .., 3 k ). The centres of mass of nine-body clusters, clusters of "type 2", read
etc..., and the centres of mass of 3 n -body clusters, clusters of "type n",display :
Starting from the Hamiltonian, Eq. (62), we introduce the change of coordinates
The transformed Hamiltonian reads:
Then we introduce the transformation
and obtain the Hamiltonian
The procedure of successive coordinate transformations is repeated and, at the n th step, n = 2, 3, .., k, we have
and the Hamiltonian reads as :
where δ n,k denotes the Kronecker symbol. The number of partial derivatives is equal to 3 k since
At the end we have, for n = k :
Setting
Let us introduce the notation for the set of (3 k − 1)/2 variables
For further convenience we introduce the truncated sets:
We have W 1,k (y) ≡ V k (y) andŴ 1,k (y) ≡V k (y), these latter both sets being defined for k = 1.
The equation (72) suggests that the wave function Ψ, solution of HΨ = EΨ, can be factorized as follows
(77) This factorization permits to separate the "angular" equations from the "radial" ones. The (3 k − 1)/2 angular equations are solved independently: 
The general solution of the latter equation reads, for µ = 0, . The eigenenergy reads 
Therefore we have a term like aN(N −1)/2 contributing to the energy.
For µ = 0 the Hamiltonian is not separable in {w 1,k , V k (r)} variables. As before, we introduce hyperspherical coordinates, taking into account the fact that all components of V k (r) have positive values :
The Schrödinger equation (82) is then written as :
This equation is solved completely in the Appendix where the calculations are reported.
Conclusions
In this work, we have studied the exact solvability of a particular quantum system of N equal mass particles with N = 3 k (k ≥ 2), confined in an harmonic field. In this system, the particles are clustered in clusters of 3 particles. The interaction between the particles are governed by two-body Calogero potentials inside each cluster and with several many-body potentials. The number of these potentials increases with the number of the particles. To illustrate the procedure for solving this quantum system, the particular case of 9 particles is studied (k = 2) and solved exactly. Namely the regular eigensolutions and the corresponding eigenenergies of the stationary Schrödinger equation are derived explicitly. The general case of N = 3 k particles is also studied. Thanks to some successive appropriate coordinates transformations, the problem becomes separable, then the full solutions are explicitly derived, namely the eigenwave functions and the energy spectrum of the corresponding Schrödinger equation. Having obtained the exact solution of this N-body particular quantum problem, with N = 3 k (k ≥ 2), it appears that a similarN-body problem with N = 2 k (k ≥ 2) particles is also exactly solvable. In this case the particles are arranged in clusters of 2-particles each, and interacting via a two-body Calogero potential inside each cluster, and with other many-body forces involved in the whole set of interactions. Other solvable Nbody problems may be obtained by replacing the confining harmonic term
in the Hamiltonians considered in this paper, by an attractive "Coulomb-type" potential −α/ N i=1 x 2 i (α > 0), giving rise to both bound states with negative discrete spectrum and scattering states with positive continuous spectrum.n 3 k−1 ,1 , n 3 k−1 −2,1 , ..., n 2,1 , n 1,1 , n 3 k−2 ,2 , ..., n 1,2 , ..., n 3 m ,k−m , n 3 m −1,k−m , ...., n ℓ+1,k−m , n ℓ,k−m }
To find the solution we factorize the wave function as follows :
χ nr,nα,Z 1,k (Λ,n) (r, α,V k (β)) = F nr,nα,Z 1,k (Λ,n) (r) r (3 k −1)/4
G nα,Z 1,k (Λ,n) (α) (sin α) ( 
We remind that B n ℓ,k−m , b n ℓ,k−m are given by equations (79,80). We have : 
The eigensolution reads : 
taking into account :
We have : 
